Under the agreement for 2015
Numinbah Valley State School will receive

$5,000*

*Estimated on 2014 data. Actual funding will be determined after 2015 enrolment data is finalised.

This funding will be used to

- All students to achieve year level appropriate reading standards
- Every student accessing a different year level curriculum (ICP) will achieve a ‘C’ standard or better against the relevant year – level achievement standard
- Increase the percentage of students at Year 3 NAPLAN U2B in reading from 0% in 2014 to 70% in 2015

Our strategy will be to

- Allocate additional teacher TRS/teacher aide hours to support implementation of specific small group; 1:1 intervention around reading and writing
- Allocate additional teacher hours TRS to develop and implement ICPs for four individual students
- Purchase SLP/GO to assist in testing students with identified deficits and to inform support program

Our school will improve student outcomes by

- Timetabling daily/weekly 1:1/small group sessions using TA/Teacher - $ 2000
- Utilising RO staff expertise along with additional TRS to develop and implement ICPs during intervention to achieve age appropriate standard - $ 1200
- Negotiating through RO to employ SLP/GO to test and analyse students to inform future support and development of ICPs - $ 1800
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